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Abstract—Can a robot autonomously learn to design and construct a bridge from varying-sized blocks without a blueprint? It is a challenging task with long horizon and sparse reward – the robot has to figure out physically stable design schemes and feasible actions to manipulate and transport blocks. Due to diverse block sizes, the state space and action trajectories are vast to explore. In this paper, we propose a hierarchical approach for this problem. It consists of a reinforcement-learning designer to propose high-level building instructions and a motion-planning-based action generator to manipulate blocks at the low level. For high-level learning, we develop a novel technique, prioritized memory resetting (PMR) to improve exploration. PMR adaptively resets the state to those most critical configurations from a replay buffer so that the robot can resume training on partial architectures instead of from scratch. Furthermore, we augment PMR with auxiliary training objectives and fine-tune the designer with the locomotion generator. Our experiments in simulation and on a real deployed robotic system demonstrate that it is able to effectively construct bridges with blocks of varying sizes at a high success rate. Demos can be found at https://sites.google.com/view/bridge-pmr.

I. INTRODUCTION

Reinforcement learning (RL) has been an increasingly promising paradigm for solving complex robotic manipulation tasks [1], [2], [3], [4], such as grasping [5], stacking [6], [7], object rearrangement [8], mobile manipulation [9], [10] and folding towels [11]. For many tasks that are overly complicated for classical control methods, RL serves as a general solution to enable a learning robot to automatically solve them assuming minimal domain knowledge.

In this paper, we tackle a challenging task, bridge design and construction with varying-sized objects (Fig. 1), where a collection of varying-sized building blocks are given while the robot needs to select necessary blocks to construct a stable bridge connecting two distant cliffs. In contrast with many manipulation tasks in the existing literature, where the target object configuration is often known in advance [12], [13], in this task, neither the target bridge architecture nor the construction instructions are given. The robot needs to adaptively manipulate blocks with appropriate sizes in the right order to finish construction based on the given materials and the cliff width. Moreover, the success signal can be only obtained after a valid bridge is completely built. Hence, this problem is particularly difficult for its long horizon and sparse reward, and requires non-trivial exploration due to its varying block sizes and cliff width. A similar bridge design and construction variant is studied in [14], but is less challenging since it only considers blocks of identical sizes and utilizes hand-crafted intermediate dense reward.

To tackle this challenge, we adopt a hierarchical solution consisting of an RL-based high-level designer and a planning-based low-level action generator. The high-level designer is trained by RL over object-centric states to decompose the long-horizon task into a sequence of single-block pick-and-place sub-tasks. The low-level policy simply executes the pick-and-place instructions by motion planning and produces a collision-free sequence of robot actions. This is conceptually similar to the ReLMoGen framework [10]. ReLMoGen focuses on the mobile robot setting and produces state-based sub-goals, such as spatial positions and arm
states, while we consider object configurations. In addition, ReLMoGen trains the high-level planner with a locomotion generator throughout the entire training process, which, however, is computationally expensive and results in poor exploration in our task. We propose to first train the high-level designer solely by teleporting the selected block to the target position and then fine-tune the designer with the action generator, which achieves a substantially higher success rate.

To effectively overcome the exploration challenge when training the high-level designer, we propose a novel training paradigm, Prioritized Memory Resets (PMR). PMR adaptively resets the RL environment to a past state selected from the replay buffer, so that the robot can start from an intermediate half-done architecture instead of always restarting from scratch in each training episode. The insight of PMR is that in this sparse-reward hard-exploration problem, some close-to-success configurations may be hardly achieved from scratch by the training policy. Therefore, we can directly reset the environment to those states that may lead to the biggest learning advancements. PMR is conceptually similar to automatic curriculum learning methods in goal-conditioned RL [15], [16], which trains the agent with adaptive target goals for fast policy improvements. By contrast, PMR resets the initial state of a training episode. In addition to PMR, we also adopt an auxiliary self-supervised objective for better representation learning, which further accelerates learning.

Experiment result shows that our RL-based bi-level solution achieves a success rate of 71.8% in simulation for constructing a bridge with 7 random-sized blocks and discovers interesting bridge architectures while the standard RL method fails completely. Ablation studies also demonstrate that each of our algorithmic components, including PMR, self-supervised learning, and locomotion fine-tuning, is critical to the overall performance. We also validate our method on a real-world robot arm.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:

1) We develop an effective hierarchical RL framework to tackle the long-horizon sparse-reward varying-sized bridge construction problem.
2) We propose a novel technique, Prioritized Memory Reset (PMR), to tackle the exploration challenge in long-horizon sparse-reward robot learning problems.
3) We show that self-supervised learning and locomotion fine-tuning substantially improves RL training in complex manipulation tasks.
4) We develop an effective RL-based robot system that can successfully handle the challenging varying-sized bridge design and construction task in the real world.

II. RELATED WORK

Robot construction and manipulation tasks [17], [18], [19], [20], [7], [13], [21] serve as a popular testbed for developing intelligent manipulators with long-term autonomy. Most of the construction tasks assume a known target state in a priori, i.e., the desired configuration designed by a human expert is provided to the robot. We focus on a bridge design and construction task with no prior knowledge of the precise target state. So, the robot has to both design the bridge architecture and construct the bridge via a sequence of feasible control actions. There are also works focusing on generating structure designs under particular constraints without considering construction [22], [23].

Hierarchical frameworks are commonly adopted in complex long-horizon manipulation tasks. Hierarchical reinforcement learning (HRL) typically learns a bi-level policy, with the high-level policy generating sub-goals for the low-level policy to execute [24], [25]. The two policies can be optimized jointly [26], [27], [28] or separately [29]. ReLMoGen [10] tackles mobile manipulation and interactive navigation tasks with a combination of a learnable high-level policy and a fixed low-level motion generator. Our framework is conceptually similar to ReLMoGen, with a high-level RL designer integrated with a classical motion generator while our high-level policy considers object configurations instead of spatial positions or robot states. Moreover, we only use locomotion to fine-tune the high-level policy for better designer exploration while ReLMoGen leverages both parts throughout training.

The proposed prioritized memory reset technique adaptively proposes critical intermediate states for the agent to restart from, which is related to automatic curriculum learning methods that propose tasks with moderate difficulty [30], [15], [16], [31]. However, these methods mainly work for goal-conditioned problems or a fixed set of tasks by generating goals, while we directly reset the environment to previously visited states. Also, the curriculum learning methods in goal-conditioned RL typically assume a known goal space, while PMR does not need to explicitly know the space of state configurations. PMR enhances exploration by directly teleporting the agent to previous states without changing the reward function, which is different from classical intrinsic-reward-based exploration [32], [33], [34]. PMR is most related to Go-Explore [35], which also teleports the agent to promising past states. However, Go-Explore uses a count-based metric as its state selection criterion, which exhaustively explores the entire state space. This is infeasible in complex construction tasks where exponentially many failure/unstable states exist and only a few architectures are crucial for success. Hence, PMR adopts a value-error-based criterion, which gradually learns to only focus on stable states as training proceeds. We remark that some model-based RL methods [36] also restore a visited state to perform monte-carlo tree search. However, these methods require an accurate forward model while PMR is model-free. Finally, we use inverse dynamics prediction as an auxiliary task for better representation learning. This self-supervised objective has been also applied in other problems including exploration [37] and meta-learning [38].

III. TASK SETUP

In our bridge design and construction task, there are $N$ building blocks on the table and two “cliffs” at a random distance from each other. All the building blocks are of width
and height 5cm while their lengths are sampled from the following three categories: standard length $L$ which is equal to the cliff height; shorter length uniformly sampled from $0.5L$ to $0.9L$; longer length uniformly sampled from $1.1L$ to $1.25L$. A 7 DoF xArm robot is mounted on the side of the table to manipulate the building blocks. The robot aims to design and construct a bridge using the building blocks that can connect the cliffs. The simulated environment is built with PyBullet [39]. We tackle this long-horizon manipulation task with a hierarchy of a high-level RL-based designer that sequentially instructs one object to a new pose at each time, and a low-level controller that generates collision-free robot motions to accomplish the high-level instructions.

A. Problem Formulation

The low-level control problem is a standard motion-planning task while the high-level bridge design problem is formulated as a Markov decision process defined as follows:

**Observation:** In each step, the agent observes the positions, orientations, velocities, and sizes of all the building blocks and cliffs.

**Action:** The agent can instruct one building block to a new pose within the vertical plane that goes through the centers of cliffs. Each action is a vector of 4 elements (ID, $y$, $z$, angle), where ID denotes which block to move, $y$ and $z$ specify the target position of the block’s center of mass, angle denotes the 1-D rotation within the plane.

**Reward:** For each step, the agent can get a 0.1 reward only if a bridge is successfully built; otherwise it receives no reward. We cast multiple rays downwards onto the structure inside the valley to detect its height. If the height of all the detected points is greater than the cliff height plus the block thickness, we consider the structure successful.

**Horizon:** Each episode lasts a fixed length of 30 steps.

**Initial state distribution $\rho_0$:** When the environment resets, the distance between the cliffs is sampled from $[0.75L, 3.75L]$. We then sample a set of building blocks consisting of $\lfloor N/2 \rfloor$ standard blocks, $\lfloor N/4 \rfloor$ long blocks, and $(\lceil N/2 \rceil - \lfloor N/4 \rfloor)$ short blocks. All the building blocks are aligned on the table outside the valley.

B. Policy Architecture

The high-level RL designer is instantiated as an actor $\pi_\theta$ and a critic $V_\phi$ with a shared transformer-based [40] encoder $\psi$. $\psi$ stacks 3 self-attention blocks to extract object features $h_i^{[N+2]}$ from $s_i^{[N+2]}$, where the superscript $[i]$ denotes a sequence from 1 to $i$ and the subscript $t$ denotes the time step. Then we feed $h_i$ into $\pi_\theta$ and $V_\phi$ to get action and value prediction. $\pi_\theta$ models a joint action distribution $p(\text{ID}, y, z, \text{angle}) = p(\text{ID}) p(y|\text{ID}) p(z|\text{ID}) p(\text{angle}|\text{ID})$. $p(\text{ID})$ is represented as a categorical distribution of $(N+1)$ classes. The first class represents a special “no-op” action, which means that the agent will not move any object in this step. It is useful in the steps when the bridge is successfully built. The remaining $N$ classes correspond to moving different building blocks. The raw distribution (logit) of “ID” is computed as $\logit(\text{ID} = i) = g_{\text{no-op}}(\sum_{i=1}^{N+2} h_i^t / N)$, logit($\text{ID} = i$) = $g_{\text{no-op}}(h_i^t)$, $i = 1, 2, \cdots, N$, where $g_{\text{no-op}}$ and $g_{\text{ID}}$ are linear layers. The three dimensions of the target pose are each discretized into 64 bins. $p(y|\text{ID})$, $p(z|\text{ID})$ and $p(\text{angle}|\text{ID})$ model the conditional distribution of a target pose given an object ID. The logits are also computed with linear transformations on features: $\logit(y = j|\text{ID} = i) = g_y(h_i^t)$, $j = 1, 2, \cdots, 64$, $i = 1, 2, \cdots, N$. $V_\phi$ is a 2-layer MLP that computes a value scalar from the aggregated feature $\sum_{i=1}^{N+2} h_i^t$.

The low-level controller is either an object teleporter that directly teleports the selected block to the target pose, or a sampling-based motion planner that generates collision-free trajectories of robot motions to fulfill the instructions given by the high-level designer.

C. Phasic Policy Gradient

Following [14], our algorithm to train the RL designer is built upon Phasic Policy Gradient (PPG) [41]. PPG alternates between the policy phase and the value phase. In the policy phase, we optimize $\psi$ and $\pi_\theta$ with the policy loss $L^\pi = E[\min(\rho A, \text{clip}(\rho, 1-\epsilon, 1+\epsilon) A)]$, $\rho = \pi_\theta(a|t\psi(s_t)) / \pi_{\text{old}}(a|t\psi(s_t))$, where $A$ is the advantage function. In the value phase, we train $V_\phi$ and $\psi$ by minimizing $L^{\text{joint}}$ defined as $L^{\text{joint}} = L^V + \beta_{\text{clone}} L^{\text{clone}}$, $L^V = \frac{1}{2} E[(V_\phi(t\psi(s_t)) - V^{\text{targ}})^2]$, $L^{\text{clone}} = E[KL(\pi_{\text{old}}(\cdot|t\psi(s_t)) || \pi_\theta(\cdot|t\psi(s_t)))]$.

IV. Method

Designing and constructing a bridge using varying-sized blocks is a challenging task due to sparse reward and complex physical constraints of stable bridges — only a tiny subspace of possible object placements could yield stable architectures. Hence, we propose the PMR technique, which adaptively resets the initial state to an intermediate configuration, to tackle this hard exploration challenge. In addition, we improve the representation learning of the agent with a self-supervised auxiliary task, which can be shown to accelerate training significantly. Finally, we also fine-tune the pre-trained high-level designer with the integration of a low-level controller to get feasible instructions for the robot.

A. Prioritized Memory Reset

We propose PMR, an adaptive reset paradigm to enhance the exploration ability of an RL agent. When an episode resets, we allow the agent to restart from an intermediate state it has previously visited with some probability instead of always from scratch. For on-policy RL methods, a training RL agent can occasionally reach some promising states that are close to success through random exploration. However, since each episode restarts from scratch in standard RL, the agent may not be able to re-visit those promising architectures. By contrast, PMR enables the agent to directly teleport to these critical states without re-executing its policy.
The key design choice in PMR is how to select critical states to restart from. In this work, we propose to use temporal difference (TD) error as a priority metric:

$$\text{priority}(s) = |r + \gamma V(s') - V(s)|,$$

where $s, r, s'$ are states, rewards, and the subsequent states collected from previous interactions with the environment, and $V$ is the learned value function. Intuitively, the states that result in unexpected success or suddenly degrade to complete failure are with large TD errors. Restarting from these states could aggressively guide the agent to discover successful configurations and also practice to avoid catastrophic failure.

We store the visited states and their priorities when interacting with the environment. When an episode terminates, we query the state with the highest priority and set it as the new initial state. Otherwise, we reset the episode with a random state sampled from the initial state distribution $\rho_0$. The framework of RL combined with PMR is shown in Alg. 1.

**Implementation details:** We maintain all the visited states in a priority queue. Since our agent is constantly evolving, the stored priorities computed from old values would soon become stale. Therefore, we re-compute the priorities of all the tracked states after each training phase. We pop out the states with the least priorities when the priority queue is full. Since our state space is continuous and we can only restore a limited number of states, it is infeasible to keep track of all the visited states. Also, it is unnecessary to store multiple states that are similar to each other. Therefore, we adopt state hashing and only keep one representative for each hash value. The hash function we apply is defined as follows: we first get the heights of the built structure’s upper surface, which we call the skyline vector, then discretize the vector as the hash key of the state.

**B. Inverse Dynamics Prediction**

To better guide the training of the transformer-based encoder $\psi$, we propose to optimize a self-supervised auxiliary task jointly with the original RL objective. Given a transition tuple $(s_t, a_t, s_{t+1})$, the auxiliary task is to predict the action $a_t$ that results in the transition from $s_t$ to $s_{t+1}$, which is called inverse dynamics prediction. Any valid transitions from our environment can be used as training data for the auxiliary task. Therefore, the agent can always get rich supervision for learning representation even when the reward signal from the environment is very sparse. In our experiments, we optimize

$$L_{\text{joint}} = L^V + \beta_{\text{clone}}L_{\text{clone}} + \beta_{\text{aux}}L_{\text{aux}}$$

in the value phase of PPG training. $L^V$ and $L_{\text{clone}}$ are the original objectives in PPG, and $L_{\text{aux}}$ is the auxiliary prediction loss. We first compute the features $\hat{h}_{t+1}^{N+2} = \psi(s_{t+1}^{N+2})$ and $\hat{h}_{t+1}^{N+2} = \psi(s_{t+1}^{N+2})$ using the same policy feature extractor. Then we concatenate $h_t$ and $h_{t+1}$ together along the hidden size dimension to get $h$. $h$ is passed into an action predictor with almost the same architecture as $\pi_0$ to get $\hat{a} –$ the difference is that the input linear layers become twice wider. Finally, $L_{\text{aux}}$ is computed as the cross-entropy between $\hat{a}$ and $a_t$.

Note that the designer only places a single block per step, so a large part of $s_{t+1}$ is often identical with $s_t$. Consequently, we choose inverse dynamics prediction as our self-supervised objective instead of another popular choice, forward prediction (i.e., predicting $s_{t+1}$ from $s_t$ and $a_t$), which may hurt representation learning and result in a degenerated policy.

**C. Fine-tuning with Low-level Control Generator**

We first train the high-level designer with object tele-portation, and then fine-tune the learned designer by integrating with a low-level motion generator. With an object teleporter, the environment directly repositions the selected block according to the instruction produced by the designer, runs forward simulation until all the objects become stable, and then takes the resulting stable state as the next state. This approach is originally proposed in [14]. However, with random-sized objects, we empirically observe the learned designer often gives instructions infeasible for a robot arm to execute, e.g., it may instruct to pick up an object too close to another object for the robot arm to grasp without collision. Therefore, we further replace the object teleporter with a low-level motion generator, which fully simulates the movement of the robot arm, and fine-tune the pre-trained designer to generate feasible construction plans.

We implement the low-level motion generator with a sampling-based motion planner. Each instruction from the designer is implemented as a pick-and-place task that grasps the block’s center of mass. We divide each pick-and-place task into several sub-tasks: fetching the target object, changing the object pose, and moving back the arm. In each

---

**Algorithm 1: PPG with prioritized memory reset**

```
1 Initialize $\psi, \pi_0, V_\phi$. RL data buffer $B$. An empty replay buffer $Q$ to store reset states.
2 $s_0 \sim \rho_0$
3 for $\text{iter}=0:n\_\text{iters}$ do
4     $B \leftarrow \emptyset$
5     for $t=0:n\_\text{steps}$ do
6         $Q_.\text{insert}(\text{priority}(s_t), s_t)$
7         $a_t \leftarrow \pi_0(\psi(s_t))$
8         $s_{t+1}, r_t, \text{terminate} \leftarrow \text{env}.\text{step}(a_t)$
9         $B \leftarrow B \cup (s_t, a_t, r_t, s_{t+1}, \text{terminate})$
10        if $\text{terminate}$ then
11            if rand() < $p_{\text{restart}}$ then
12                $s_{t+1} \leftarrow Q_.\text{pop}()$
13            else
14                $s_{t+1} \leftarrow \rho_0$
15        for batch $data$ sampled from $B$ do
16            Optimize $\psi$ and $\pi_0$ with $L^\pi$
17        for batch $data$ sampled from $B$ do
18            Optimize $\psi$ and $V_\phi$ with $L^{\text{joint}}$
19        Recompute priority($s$) for each $s$ in $Q$
```
sub-task, we use a bidirectional RRT [42] motion planner to search a collision-free sequence of robot motions. If the planner fails to find a valid path (which may due to failing to find a grasp pose, target state in collision, etc.), the simulator will revert the scene to the state before the whole pick-and-place task and wait for the next instruction.

Training the designer from scratch with integration of the low-level motion planner is much more time-consuming than with teleportation transition. We still try to train a designer from scratch with a mixed ratio of low-level controller and teleportation. Despite the long training time, this approach gets lower sample efficiency and fails to converge to a high success rate (more in Sec. V-D). We hypothesize that incorporating low-level control may hurt exploration in the early training stage of the designer in construction tasks.

D. Real Robot Deployment

We mount an xArm7 robot in the real world with the same configuration as in the simulated environment. A RealSense D435 RGBD camera is mounted on the hand of the robot. We attach ArUco markers [43] to the building blocks to get accurate pose estimation. We estimate the lengths of the building blocks using contour approximation provided in OpenCV [44]. After parsing the scene at the beginning of an episode, the robot plans a sequence of joint angle positions with the trained high-level designer and the low-level motion generator, then executes along the planned trajectory.

V. EXPERIMENTS

We first show how our method solves a bridge design and construction task with a collection of 7 random-sized blocks, then validate the effectiveness of all the algorithmic components with ablation studies. All the experiments in simulation are repeated over 3 seeds.

A. Main Results

We demonstrate how our agent designs and constructs a long bridge with a total of 7 building blocks in Fig. 2. The building material set consists of three standard blocks with a length of 20cm, two short blocks of length 14cm, and two long blocks of length 24cm. The distance between cliffs is 65cm. The agent learns to put three standard blocks vertically inside the valley as supporting blocks, then put two long blocks on top of these supporting blocks as part of the bridge surface, finally fill in the gaps with two short blocks.

B. Visualization of Reset States with PMR

We visualize which states PMR proposes to restart from. The states with the highest priorities during training are demonstrated in Fig. 5. The quality of reset states is also evolving as the training proceeds. In the early stage, the states with large TD errors are messy states with objects randomly dropped in the scene. Then the agent gradually learns to construct more meaningful structures. Finally, the agent focuses on building very long bridges from partially built structures. The prioritized reset mechanism can be also viewed as an implicit curriculum for the agent.

C. Ablation Studies on High-level Designer Learning

In this part, we directly use the object teleporter to execute the instructions given by the designer. All the experimented methods are evaluated on the tasks with a collection of 7 blocks of various sizes and are always reset from states sampled from $\rho_0$ in evaluation. The distance between cliffs is sampled from the range $[2.75L, 3.75L]$. We verify the effectiveness of PMR and auxiliary task by comparing our method with the variants that remove one or both components. The ablation results are shown in the left half of Fig. 6. Our method (PPG + PMR + auxiliary prediction, red) outperforms “PPG + auxiliary prediction” (blue) and “PPG + PMR” (purple) with a large margin, indicating both PMR and auxiliary prediction are critical for efficient learning of construction tasks. Note that naively apply PPG algorithm, which is essentially the method in [14], leads to complete failure (grey). It also demonstrates this sparse-reward construction task with varying-sized building blocks is non-trivial for current on-policy RL algorithms to solve.

We show performances of different metrics to prioritize the reset states in the right half of Fig. 6. The red curve is prioritizing with absolute TD error, and the blue curve is using the inverse dynamics prediction error to prioritize the states. Prioritizing with TD error achieves better sample efficiency and a higher success rate.

D. Ablation Studies on Fine-tuning with Low-level Control

We first answer whether fine-tuning with a motion planner improves the performance of a pre-trained designer. We take an RL designer trained with the object teleporter for $1.3e7$ timesteps, then continue training by combining it with the motion generator. As shown in Fig. 7, directly executing
We try another variant that trains the policy from scratch with mixed teleportation and motion generator. We use the motion generator to execute instructions with probability equal to the current success rate of the agent, and use the object teleporter otherwise. The overall sample efficiency is lower than pre-training then fine-tuning, and the success rate only converges to 0.472. The degradation of performance may due to insufficient exploration when integrated with the low-level controller in the early training stage.

We try another variant that trains the policy from scratch with mixed teleportation and motion generator. We use the motion generator to execute instructions with probability equal to the current success rate of the agent, and use the object teleporter otherwise. The overall sample efficiency is lower than pre-training then fine-tuning, and the success rate only converges to 0.472. The degradation of performance may due to insufficient exploration when integrated with the low-level controller in the early training stage.

VI. Conclusion

We tackle a challenging sparse-reward manipulation task that designs and constructs bridges with varying-sized building blocks. We propose a novel learning paradigm PMR, that allows the agent to restart from critical states it has visited before to deal with the exploration issue. We additionally propose an auxiliary representation learning task and fine-tuning with integration of a motion generator to successfully build a system that can construct interesting structures using building blocks of various sizes in the real world.


